
Chantal Manning
2014 Fall Term (1) Special Topics in Architecture 
ARCH 4400 D668[82802] (NYC College of Technology): Final 
Submission of Semester Work

Resiliency Group [maps + diagrams]

Steering Committee [agenda + meeting minutes]

Partnership Development 
[instagram + facebook + emerging scholars + donations]

Fundraising  [organizing the sponsor event]

80% Submission + ReSubmission [general pages, check all pages for notes 
correction, check all pages for NCS standards adherence, Upload to Hightail 

Register students for Design Review in Irvine, CA

SGA budget proposal for $4200 airfare

Club Pride - organized event + 3D selfie event

Thursday Presentations [regular participant]

Contents



Created diagrams that explained Layers of Resilience
as it pertained to the necessary resources a duraHOME 
would need for survival

RESILIENCY GROUP



These diagrams, maps and charts show the diversity 
of teamDURA and New York City Tech students

DIVERSITY MAPS , DIAGRAMS + CHARTS



These diagrams, maps and charts show the diversity 
of teamDURA and New York City Tech students

DIVERSITY MAPS , DIAGRAMS + CHARTS



DIVERSITY MAPS , DIAGRAMS + CHARTS
These diagrams, maps and charts show the diversity 
of teamDURA and New York City Tech students
collaborative effort with Edwin Pena



Created the opening GENERAL PAGES that were later 
taken out for the ReSubmission. [2] pages explaining 
the core concepts of a duraHOME , the TARGET 
MARKET, ENGINEERING NARRATIVE and MISSION 
STATEMENT

80% DESIGN DOCUMENT SUBMISSION

Created duraHOME solar shading diagrams



This diagram discusses the narrative of the duraHOME 
land use progression
collaborative effort with Edwin Pena

NARRATIVE DIAGRAM



These diagrams illustrate the diverse urban aspect to 
a duraHOME adaptable land use configurations.

URBAN DIAGRAMS



Set agendas for scheduled meetings, was primary note 
taker for minutes. Typed and at times emailed all parties 
notes. Otherwise made available on GDrive. 

STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES



PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT + COMMUNICATION
Update and manage the Instagram account for social 
media. In part with other team members update the 
facebook account with relevant material.

Solicited small, local business for small donations for 
fundraising event 12.11.2014



Research most effective strategies for sponsorship 
development outreach with group members.
Put together research presentation board.

EMERGING SCHOLARS FALL 2014

collaborative effort with MuJun, Hadiza, Alisa



Presentated a proposal to the 
student government body asking 
for funds for student to travel to 
Irvine, CA for the Design Review in 
January 2015.
We were awarded $4200

SGA BUDGET PROPOSAL

collaborative effort with MuJun, Hadiza, 
STA core members + external club cores



Organized the effort of teamDURA’s 
participation in the Club Pride competition. 
Wore signs and invites students to join the 
activities.

CLUB PRIDE 3D SELFIE STATION

collaborative effort with teamDURA



CONCLUSION

This concludes the recapitulation of work done during the FALL 2014 semester.
This is in no way a complete assessment of all the work contributed but a brief 
summary of my efforts through the semester.

It was a pleasure working with you, I look forward to our continued progress for the 
Solar Decathlon 2015.

chantal manning
dura | pm | sd 2015


